CROYDON COUNCIL LABOUR GROUP SUBMISSION TO THE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY COMMISSION FOR ENGLAND REGARDING DRAFT
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE WARDING OF THE LONDON BOROUGH OF CROYDON
We are writing regarding the draft recommendations (“Draft”) published by the Local
Government Boundary Commission for England (LGBCE).
We still feel that our original submission was an extremely strong submission that provided an
excellent fit with communities, clear compliance with the size criteria, appropriate continuity with
historical boundaries and good electoral convenience. We would therefore ask that our original
submission is reviewed again by LGBCE, but we do recognise that the LGBCE has prepared
draft recommendations and we therefore are putting forward some specific changes to these,
rather than a fundamental redrawing of the boundaries prepared by LGBCE.
Inter alia, we have concerns that the Draft contains proposals that raise issues of dividing
communities, artificially grouping communities that are distinct, crossing historic boundaries,
moving groups of electors between wards unnecessarily.
We are making comments in a number of areas of the borough, where we consider some major
and some minor changes should be made to the Draft in arriving at the final recommendations.

CENTRAL WARD
We feel that this ward, as proposed in the Draft, is a good proposal that we support. We would
propose that, the Southern boundary, both sides of Coombe Road (including Heathfield
Gardens) and South End should be included in the Central Ward, rather than being split
between two wards. This would better reflect distinct communities and cause less confusion.

NEW ADDINGTON AREA (NEW ADDINGTON NORTH AND SOUTH WARDS)
We are happy with the Draft in maintaining the two wards as is, in terms of existing properties.
We would suggest the amendments shown in green below, enlarging the boundaries of New
Addington North, so that there is clarity about some of the unpopulated areas, in terms of
matters affecting the ward.
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Whilst we are happy with much of the proposal for Waddon ward, there are two reasons for
suggesting the changes we detail below.
Firstly, there is a stark inequality of representation between these two wards, with South
Croydon 8% under and Waddon ward 5% over. This is at real risk of being severely aggrevated
over time, as the Partial Review of the Local Plan anticipates major development in the
proposed Waddon ward but only limited development in the proposed South Croydon ward and,
indeed, the 2022 projections already assume that some consented schemes in Waddon ward
will not be developed in full. The Partial Review has identified 12 new sites with up to 2,961
housing units. We would therefore suggest that Waddon ward would be better to be undersized
rather than oversized.
Secondly, there are areas which we feel identify more as ‘South Croydon’ which are contained
within the proposed Waddon ward. This is something that has become clear from feedback
from residents and local councillors, how businesses describe themselves, estate agents’
classifications, how areas appear on the London A-Z, the Places in the Local Plan and so on.
We therefore propose (in order of importance) the following changes (detailed on the map
below):

Area A: The Whitgift Foundation almshouses would sit more easily in South Croydon being
isolated from the rest of the Waddon ward looking out onto South Croydon on the Brighton Road.
Council maps show the Whitgift School site as being South Croydon. The 16 places document
that has counselled both the council’s Partial Review of the Croydon Plan and submissions at
Stage 1 of the Commissioner’s Review of the Croydon local authority ward boundaries includes
Haling Park in South Croydon too.
Area B: The Commission might consider placing this Haling Park area that has 377 electors on
the Whitgift Foundation site, in Haling Park Road from the Busy Bees nursery on Haling Park
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Road to the Brighton Road and from Kestrel Court to the Brighton Road on Haling Park Road
and in Nicola Close across to South Croydon ward.
Area C: After that, consideration might also be given to the small amount of Pampisford Road
that now remains in the Waddon ward being placed within South Croydon. Residents here will
regard themselves as being in South Croydon. The boundary here is weak using a little used
footway from Haling Park Road to Haling Grove. There are 444 electors in these roads which are
Pampisford Road (remains), St. Ann’s Way, Columbine Avenue, Fenwick Place, St. Augustines
Avenue, Tirlemomt Road, Haling Grove part by park.
Area D: To provide for a long-term establishment of balance between these two wards the roads
to the immediate north of the Whitgift school (I) can further be included in the South Croydon
ward with their close proximity to the shopping district in Selsdon Road in South Croydon. These
roads are Nottingham Road southern section to Warham Road, Whitgift Avenue, Warham Road
(southern side) Brighton Road from Whitgift school to Warham Road. There are 579 electors
here.

SOUTH CROYDON/SELSDON & ADDINGTON VILLAGE
It seems eccentric to split the Croham valley in two and to break up the Ballards estate built in
one form from 1927, an estate that itself came from the original Goschen owned Ballards Farm
estate here. There is a very clear break at the original ward boundary at Conduit lane where the
ridges of Croham Hurst and at Royal Russell start at the beginning of the valley that hosts the
whole of the Croham Valley Road and the view of Croham Road is lost as the road turns into the
valley. Croham Hurst, Croham Valley Road, Conduit Lane (north side) and Royal Russell
grounds are proposed for reinclusuion with the estate from which they have been removed and
proposed for reunification in Selsdon and Addington Village ward. There are 120 electors here.

COULSDON TOWN/PURLEY & WOODCOTE WARDS
We would propose that all of that part of Stoats Nest Road that is between the Brighton Road
and the Railway Bridge better lies within the Coulsdon Town ward as addresses here are in the
postal district of Coulsdon and have a CR5 post code. We feel that the residents here would
believe that they live in Coulsdon and not in Kenley nor in Purley. This would mean that all of
Stoats Nest Road would be in the same ward. This impacts upon 15 properties and 22 electors.

COULSDON TOWN/OLD COULSDON WARDS
To strengthen the connection to the Coulsdon Woods and Hillers Heath Road consideration
might be given to including both sides of Petersfield Crescent in Coulsdon Town ward this having
an impact on only three properties and six electors.
Aldercroft sits much better within Coulsdon Town ward as Aldercroft is a continuation of
Deepfield Way with Rutherwick Rise a more clearly delineating boundary between Coulsdon
Town and Old Coulsdon. This affects 29 properties and approximately 41 electors.
We would propose to include all of Ullswater Crescent in one ward and thus to move the far end
of this industrial estate into the Coulsdon Town ward. There is only one entrance into this
industrial estate that being from the Coulsdon Town ward in Marlpit Lane and there is not an
easy physical connection to Nineacres Gardens in Old Coulsdon ward here with a sheer 16
metre difference in levels. This affects no residential properties and no electors.
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OLD COULSDON/KENLEY WARDS
Briar Cottage, Waterhouse Lane sits much more naturally in Kenley ward. It is in the postal
district of Kenley and has a Kenley CR8 post code. The only vehicular access is from Hayes
Lane, Kenley in the Kenley ward. This impacts upon 1 property and 3 electors.

PURLEY OAKS & RIDDLESDOWN/SOUTH CROYDON WARDS
Two properties with four electors in Culmington Road currently in the proposed Purley Oaks and
Riddlesdown ward are better placed with the rest of Culmington Road in the proposed South
Croydon ward. This anomaly has been inherited from the current border between the Croham
and Waddon wards by copying the current border there.

SELSDON & ADDINGTON VILLAGE/ SELDSON VALE & FORESTDALE WARDS
Whilst we support the outside boundaries, with the exception detailed earlier in this submission,
we are concerned that the split of this area is not appropriate in that it artificially splits the High
Street, has the anomaly of having the Ashen Vale area in with Selsdon & Addington Village ward
and ends up with both wards, but particularly Selsdon & Addington Village being elongated. We
would suggest that an East/West split, rather than a North/South split would be more appropriate.
Indeed, this would be in keeping with historic boundaries, as the old boundary Archbishop of
Canterbury’s Addington estate and Croydon ran through this area, North-South where the
existing ward boundary runs.

ADDISCOMBE AND NEIGHBOURING WARDS
We feel very strongly that the Draft fails to deal with Addiscombe and its neighbouring wards
appropriately.
Our starting point is around the area defined as Addiscombe.
We wish to state that, having reviewed all the facts, Addiscombe is defined by the following:
•

To the West, the main railway line

•

To the South, Addiscombe Road – in support of this, we have found ward maps dating
back to 1922 – an extract of the 1940s map is shown below – and in every case
Addiscombe has stopped at Addiscombe Road and an extract of the Council’s Places
document shows the difference in types of housing on the two sides of Addiscombe
Road
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•

To the North, the top of Davidson Road and the end of Morland Road (but excluding the
Brickfields Estate) and then along the tram line

•

To the East, the Ashburton Playing Fields and then along the path that leads across to
the South Norwood Country Park between the Tollgate Estate and Longheath Gardens

Whilst there are some arguments that can be put forward regarding the exact Northern border
(e.g. whether both Canal Walk and Towpath Way are included or just one) and the Eastern (e.g.
Longheath Gardens), we believe that the most accurate portrail of Addiscombe is as follows:
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Furthermore, the local Conservaitve MP, Gavin Barwell, in his submission to the Commission
overseeing the review of Parliamentary boundaries states:
“My third point would be that the Addiscombe and Ashburton wards go together because the
community of Addiscombe sits between those two wards. The district centre runs along a road
called Lower Addiscombe Road and about half of it is in the Addiscombe ward and half of it is in
the Ashburton ward. The Addiscombe tram stop, which is about as close as you can get to the
centre of that community, actually sits on the ward boundary between those two wards. The
Ashburton ward contains the Addiscombe and Shirley Park residents’ association.”
As can be seen from our map, our proposal is entirely in keeping with this representation.
We now turn to how the Addiscombe area should be split, which has a 2022 electorate that
merits five councillors. We would propose the following boundaries:

The logic for the split between the two wards is that:
-

the Addiscombe Railway Park represents a clear boundary and is impermeable by car
and virtually impermeable by foot

-

it enables ECCO, TACRA and Canning & Clyde Residents Association to be grouped
together and they have particularly close links

-

it enables CHASE, HOME and Blackhorse Residents Association to be grouped together
who have particularly close links

-

it ensures that Tollgate RA and Friends of Ashburton Park, as well as Addiscombe Boys
& Girls Club are all in an Addiscombe ward

-

it ensures compact wards with good connectivity around each ward

-

it ensures that the district centre is in one ward

This involves some 600 electors being transferred back into Addiscombe (top of Morland Road)
from Woodside Ward, which is where these electors currently live today. This would then allow
Woodside ward to be exactly on quota.
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We now turn to our proposal for the areas to the South and East, which are affected by these
changes:
-

Amendments to Shirley North, with this becoming a two seat ward

-

Amendments to Shirely South, with this remaining as a two seat ward

-

Creation of a two seat Park Hill, Whitgift & Shirley Hills ward

Amendments to Shirley North
The proposed changes here are to:
-

Take out the areas that are part of Addiscombe (area around Shirley Park Road,
Tollgate Estate, Stroud Green Estate), as detailed earlier, which would therefore go into
Addiscombe East

-

Take out the area opposite Trinity School, which is isolated from the rest of Shirley and
has, historically been separate from the main part of Shirley and the villages of Shirley
and Shirley Oaks. This would go into the new Park Hill, Whitgift & Shirley Hills ward

-

Transfer the area of Shirley North that, inexplicably, crosses Wickham Road, into Shirley
South, which allows Wickham Road to play its clear role as the boundary between the
two halves of Shirley.

The map illustrating this is shown below.

Amendments to Shirley South
The proposed changes. Illustrated on the map, are:
-

To transfer from Shirley North the area South of Wickham Road

-

To transfer to Park Hill, Whitgift & Shirley Hills, which takes the very distinct area of
Shirely Hills, including Oaks Road and Upper Shirley Road and the cul-de-sacs off it.
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Creation of Park Hill, Whitgift and Shirley Hills ward
We are proposing the creation of a Park Hill, Whitgift and Shirley Hills ward, as shown below
(where there is not a boundary in purple, it is because we are adopting LGBCE’s Draft
boundary).

At the core of this ward, there are is Park Hill and the Whitgift Estate. Indeed, virtually the
whole of the area we are proposing to take out of Addiscombe West & Park Hill into this ward is
covered by the Park Hill Residents Association. Similarly, the bulk of the housing proposed to
transfer from the Draft Addiscombe East ward is covered by Whitgift Residents Association.
Parik Hill Residents Assocation is incredibly active in the community, having regular meetings,
lobbying on many issues, holding clean-up days and the like. The two residents associations
work very closely together. However, neither of them has any links currently, nor we believe
wish to have any link with anything the other side of Addiscombe Road.
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Park Hill, in particular, and the far smaller Whitgift Estate both have very strong identity,
recognised by those that live there and recognised by estate agents and businesses. The fact
that Park Hill has its own primary schools (Park Hill Infants and Park Hill Juniors), its own
church (St Matthew’s), its own shops (small parade on Chichester Road).
We have proposed putting both sides of Coombe Road into the ward, to avoid artificial divides
and this also leads to Campion Close moving from South Croydon ward.
This provides a core of over 6,000 electors, 90% of which is in the PHRA area. As there is a
continuum from Lloyd Park into Shirley Hills, we have included that whole area and then Shirley
Road/ Upper Shirley Road and the roads off them. The logic for this is that these are areas that
relate the Shirley Hills area and have greater permeability to Shirley Hills and Park Hill/ Whitgift,
via Addiscombe Road, Oaks Road and Coombe Lane than they do with the main part of Shirley
(Wickham Road).
There is good connectivity, both by car and on foot to get around this proposed ward.
We would therefore conclude, in this section that the entire area of Addiscombe and the
neighbouring communities would be far better served, in terms of community identity, cohesion
and electoral convenience, by these alternatives that the proposals in the Draft
recommendations.

BENSHAM MANOR & WEST THORNTON AREA
We would like to propose what is effectively a "status quo" option given that our two wards as
they currently stand align closely with the electoral quota - both now and in 2022, and better
reflect the established communities across our area.
We submit that when existing wards provide high levels of electoral equality there needs to be
an exceptional reason for breaking a warding pattern that has been established in both wards
for approaching a century and with which residents - our constituents - are familiar.
There has been a West Thornton ward in existence since 1922. West Thornton and Bensham
Manor wards have had their current exact boundaries since at least 1978, having emerged
entirely unchanged from the 2002 reorganisation. That is almost forty years of stable,
established, recognised ward boundaries, and almost a century with broadly comparable
boundaries.
If high levels of electoral inequality had materialised over the course of these past forty years
we would support this problem being rectified. But that has not materialised - and there is a
reason why that is so: these two wards cover stable, strong communities that have grown in line
with the borough.
We also of course accept that the fact that wards have existed on long-established boundaries
is no reason in itself to retain those boundaries in perpetuity. However, we would equally argue
that there is a very good reason these boundaries have survived wholly intact for so long: it is
because they make sense, they best reflect the communities their elected representatives
serve, and the communities they cover are stable and do not deserve unnecessary upheaval.
Simply put: there is no electoral need to change these boundaries; and there is no community
need to change these boundaries.
We note that not a single local community group, residents association or faith group wrote in to
the Commission recommending a change in the pattern of representation in the area. The only
submission proposing material change was from the Conservative party which has not
represented either ward since the early 1980s.
We would point out that, in 2002, when boundaries were being redrawn across the borough,
there were no changes to the boundaries for West Thornton and Bensham Manor wards and, in
our view, this was with good reason.
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We, of course, appreciate that the Commission cannot look at our two wards in isolation. Your
initial proposals for three two-member wards in our area have knock-on effects in neighbouring
Broad Green and Selhurst wards. However, we believe our counter-proposal also offers a better
alternative for these affected areas.
In your initial proposals, you suggest that the south-western corner of West Thornton - most of
the WT6 polling district around Croydon Cemetery - be transferred to Broad Green. This area
contains approximately 1,600 electors. To offset this loss from West Thornton, you have
proposed the transfer of approximately 850 electors from the Selhurst ward SE7 polling district
to West Thornton.
As an alternative to this recommendation, we instead propose leaving the WT6 polling district in
West Thornton and propose transferring the Selhurst SE7 electors to Broad Green. Aside from
thereafter reinstating the current Bensham Manor/West Thornton ward boundaries; and
retaining three councillors in each, this is the entirety of our counter proposal for our area.
This would have the following outcome in respect of ward electorates:

Bensham Manor
Broad Green
West Thornton

Electorate

Variance

Electorate
2022

Variance

2016

2016

11,141

-2%

11,545

-4%

*11,481

+2%

*11,585

-3%

11,688

+3%

12,188

+1%

2022

*estimate in respect of Broad Green: LGBCE figures for the other two wards
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We would argue that, where you have large communities that you need to divide because the
area merits more than 3 councillors, you should minimise the number of wards you create rather
than artificially subdivide them. Here, you have an area which merits six councillors, so two
threes make more sense than three two’s so as to eliminate unnecessary division of a
community.
In addition, we commend our counter proposal on the following grounds:
•

It eradicates the confusion created by wholly unnecessary changes in our area;

•

It retains ward boundaries in Bensham Manor and West Thornton that have been in place
for generations, whilst in Broad Green maintains boundaries far closer to the existing ward;

•

it maintains high levels of electoral equality: now and in the future;

•

the history of our area argues for the retention of three-member wards instead of a far more
arbitrary division into two-member wards that reflect local community interests far less well,
given the very diverse nature of the area (approximately one quarter White, one third Asian
and one third Black)

•

It maintains the same level of representation as both now and your initial proposals
recommend;

•

It retains Thornton Heath Rec within a single ward ensuring a more effective means by
which users of this important local green resource can be represented (The Commission’s
proposals inexplicably split the Rec between Bensham Manor East and Bensham Manor
West wards);

We trust that LGBCE will take on board all of these proposed amendments to the Draft
recommendations.
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